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ISSUES AND ANSWERS 

 
DURING THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1ST, 2022 – DECEMBER 31ST, 2022 

THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS WERE AMONG THOSE ADDRESSED BY WSB-AM: 

 
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS / CURRENT EVENTS 

 
HEALTH 

 
RACE RELATIONS 

 
COMMUNITY/EDUCATION  

 
CHILD / YOUNG ADULT  

 
FINANCE / BUSINESS / TECHNOLOGY 
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WSB-AM 
 
OCTOBER 1ST, 2022 – DECEMBER 31ST, 2022 
 
LIST OF PROGRAMS  AIRTIMES  LENGTH  PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
PERSPECTIVES   SUN 5:00AM  25 MINUTES  LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM 
 
 
HEALTH TALK ATLANTA SUN 7PM – 9PM 2 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM 
                                                                         DEALING WITH ISSUES PERTAINING TO HEALTH.  
 
 
THE VON HAESSLER DOCT. M-F 9AM-12PM 3 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED TALK SHOW FOCUSING ON  
          CURRENT LOCAL, COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT 
          ISSUES. 
 
THE MARK ARUM SHOW M-F 4PM-7PM  3 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED TALK SHOW FOCUSING ON 
          CURRENT LOCAL, COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT 
          ISSUES. 
 
 
*EXCEPT WHEN PRE-EMPTED BY PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS 
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PROGRAMMING:  
IN ADDITION TO THE DESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMS LISTED ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE, WSB’S NEWS/TALK FORMAT PROVIDES A FORUM/VENUE 
TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF CONCERN TO ATLANTA, WSB-AM’S CITY OF LICENSE ON A DAILY BASIS. 
 
24- HOUR NEWS COVERAGE- 
WSB AIRS 4 HOURS OF NEWS EVERY MORNING AND ONE HOUR OF NEWS EVERY AFTERNOON, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.  WSB ALSO 
AIRS 11 MINUTES OF NEWS PER HOUR FROM 9 AM THROUGH 12 MIDNIGHT, SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY.  WSB AIRS 5 MINUTES OF 
NEWS PER HOUR DURING THE REMAINING HOURS…” WHEN THE NEWS BREAKS…WE BREAK IN” 
 
MONDAY - FRIDAY PROGRAMMING: 
ATLANTA'S MORNING NEWS WITH SCOTT SLADE- 4:30AM - 9AM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY - IS A MIX OF NEWS, WEATHER, TRAFFIC, 
SPORTS, AND INFORMATION FEATURING SCOTT SLADE AND THE NEWS/TALK WSB NEWS, WEATHER AND TRAFFIC TEAM.  THE PROGRAM 
FEATURES UPDATES ON THE TOP LOCAL AND NATIONAL STORIES, UPDATED NEWS FROM OVERNIGHT, WEATHER PROVIDED BY A STAFF 
METEOROLOGIST, AIRBORNE TRAFFIC REPORTING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WSB THE TRAFFIC CENTER, AND UPDATES ON OVERNIGHT 
SPORTS AND SCORES. 
 
ERICK ERICKSON: 12PM - 3PM – ERICKSON, EDITOR OF REDSTATE.COM HOSTS A TWO HOUR NEWS AND INFORMATION TALK SHOW 
WHERE HE DISCUSSES LOCAL ISSUES AND NATIONAL POLITICS WITH EMPHASIS ON HIS CONSERVATIVE POINT OF VIEW.WHEN BREAKING 
NEWS WARRANTS, NEWS/TALK WSB WILL BREAK FORMAT AND PRODUCE A SPECIAL HOUR OF NEWS PROGRAMMING SIMILAR TO AN 
HOUR OF ATLANTA’S MORNING NEWS WITH UPDATED NEWS, WEATHER AND TRAFFIC.  
 
SEAN HANNITY SHOW: 3PM - 4PM – NATIONALLY SYNDICATED ISSUES ORIENTED TALK PROGRAM WITH MAJOR EMPHASIS ON POLITICS 
AND GOVERNMENT HOSTED BY SEAN HANNITY. WE AIR THE FINAL HOUR OF SEAN’S THREE HOUR PROGRAM FROM 10PM-12AM. 
 
WORD ON THE STREET 7P – 10P - SHELLEY WYNTER AND MALANIKAI BLEND POP CULTURE, POLITICS, AND THE ATLANTA SCENE INTO AN 
AUDIO THRILL RIDE OF VOICES AND OPINION. THEY BRING THEIR HUMOR, INSIGHT AND UNIQUE VIEWPOINTS TO THE STORIES THAT ARE 
ON YOUR MIND EVERY NIGHT. WOTS IS THE HOTTEST PARTY ON TALK RADIO. 
 
WEEKEND PROGRAMMING: 
 
ONEILL OUTDOORS WITH O’NEILL WILLIAMS: SATURDAY 3AM - 4AM. WILLIAMS ANSWERS QUESTIONS REGARDING HUNTING, FISHING 
AND OUTDOOR SPORTS.  PROGRAM OFTEN FEATURES GUEST EXPERTS.  
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LAWN & GARDEN SHOW WITH ASHLEY FRASCA: SATURDAY 6 AM - 10 AM.  ASHLEY ANSWERS QUESTIONS ON GARDENING, OFTEN 
FEATURING GUESTS WHO ARE EXPERTS IN SPECIFIC GARDENING AREAS. 
 
HOME-FIX-IT SHOW: SATURDAY 10AM – 12PM.  EXPERTS IN ALL FIELDS OF HOME REPAIR AND BUILDING JOIN DAVE BAKER TO ANSWER 
CALLER QUESTIONS ON IMPROVING THE VALUE OF THEIR HOMES.  
 
EVERYDAY WEALTH: SATURDAY 12PM - 1PM. PERSONAL FINANCE EXPERT JEAN CHATZKY AND AWARD-WINNING JOURNALIST SOLEDAD 
O’BRIEN WILL DISCUSS CURRENT EVENTS, THE FINANCIAL MARKETS, POLICY UPDATES AND OTHER KEY LIFE ISSUES IMPACTING AMERICAN 
WALLETS. THEY WILL BE JOINED BY EDELMAN FINANCIAL ENGINES WEALTH PLANNERS AND OTHER EXPERT GUESTS TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE 
AND INSIGHTS TO HELP LISTENERS BUILD WEALTH AND TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR FINANCIAL POTENTIAL. 
 
ATLANTA LIVING: SATURDAY 1PM – 3PM. HOST BELINA SKELTON TALKS ABOUT A VARIETY OF THINGS, WITH SPECIAL GUESTS.  
 
SEAN HANNITY WEEKEND ENCORE:  SATURDAY 3PM – 6PM. RECAP OF THE BEST NEWSMAKER INTERVIEWS AND DISCUSSION FROM THE 
PRIOR WEEK’S BROADCAST. 
 
RETIRE READY WITH DAVID NICHOLAS: SATURDAY 6PM – 7PM. GET RETIREMENT READY WITH HOST DAVID NICHOLAS.  
 
THE POPCAST: SATURDAY 7PM – 8PM. TIM ANDREWS AND GUESTS TALK ABOUT ATLANTA’S VIBRANT HAPPENINGS.  
 
MARK KAYE: SATURDAY 8PM – 10PM. SYNDICATED CONSERVATIVE TALK RADIO SHOW. 
 
TONY KATZ:  SATURDAY 10PM – 12A. SYNDICATED SHOW, WHERE HE DISCUSSES POLITICS AND CULTURE.  
 
HANDEL ON THE LAW WITH BILL HANDEL: AIRS SUNDAYS FROM 12AM – 3AM. SYNDICATED LEGAL ADVICE PROGRAM HOSTED BY 
CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY BILL HANDEL 
 
ATLANTA’S MORNING NEWS SUNDAY EDITION:  SUNDAY 5AM – 6AM, 8AM – 9AM & 12PM – 1P. WEEKLY ONE HOUR MAGAZINE 
PROGRAM LOOKING BACK AT THE MAJOR NEWS STORIES OF THE PAST WEEK AND LOOKING AHEAD TO THE BIG STORIES COMING UP IN 
THE NEW WEEK.  SHOW IS PRODUCED AND HOSTED BY MORNING NEWS HOST SCOTT SLADE. 
 
MONEY MATTERS: SUNDAY 9 AM - 11AM.  CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER, WESS MOSS, PROVIDES ANSWERS FOR LISTENERS ON MONEY 
MANAGEMENT, BUDGETING, AND INVESTING. 
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LENZ ON BUISNESS: SUNDAY 11AM – 12PM. RICHARD LENZ SPEAKS WITH ATLANTA’S BUSINESS LEADERS TO EXPLORE THEIR INSPIRING 
STORIES. 
 
KIM KOMANDO: SUNDAY 1PM – 2PM & 11PM – 12AM. COMPUTER AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERT OFFERS INFORMATION ON THE DIGITAL 
AGE WITH CONSUMER QUESTIONS ABOUT ELECTRONICS, COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY. 
 
MONEY UNLEASED: SUNDAY 2PM - 3PM. POWERED BY HOFFMAN FINANCIAL, RETIREMENT PROFESSIONALS HELP TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR 
FINANCES.  
 
THE WEEKLY CHECK-UP:  SUNDAY 3PM – 5PM. MEDICAL CALL IN SHOW HOSTED BY LOCAL PHYSICIAN BRUCE FEINBERG. 
 
FINACIAL SYMPHONY: SUNDAY 6PM - 7PM. MARK LLYOD HELPS LISTERESN WITH THEIR RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS.   
 
DR. JOE SHOW: SUNDAYS 7PM – 9PM. LIVE SHOW WHERE LISTENERS CALL IN WITH THEIR MEDICAL QUESTIONS.  
 
OUR AMERICAN STORIES: SUNDAY 6PM - 7PM.  UPLIFITING AND POSITIVE AMERICAN STORIES. 
 
TODD HOLLST: SUNDAY 9PM -10PM. TODD HOLLST BRINGS HIS UNIQUE PERSONALITY AND QUIRKY TAKE ON ALL OF IT TO 95.5 WSB. 
TOPICS INCLUDE THE KINDS OF STORIES FRIENDS MIGHT CHAT ABOUT OVER DINNER OR DRINKS: FAMILY, WORK, ANNOYING NEIGHBORS, 
ODD NEWS, AND CELEBRITY MELTDOWNS. 
 
BULLDOG HOTLINE WITH MARK RICHT: MONDAY 8PM-9PM SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER; PLAY BY PLAY ANNOUNCER LARRY 
MUNSON AND UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA HEAD FOOTBALL COACH TAKE LISTENER CALLS AND DISCUSS THE PRIOR WEEK’S GAME. 
 
BULLDOG HOTLINE WITH MARK FOX: MONDAY 8PM-9PM NOVEMBER THROUGH MARCH; PLAY BY PLAY ANNOUNCER SCOTT HOWARD 
AND UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA HEAD BASKETEBALL COACH TAKE LISTENR CALLS AND DISCUSS THE TEAM’S MOST RECENT GAME. 
 
*EVENING AND WEEKEND PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO PRE-EMPTION FOR LIVE PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS,  
  (University of Georgia Football and Basketball) 
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CONTINUING RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY WSB SHOWS THAT TWO OF THE PRIMARY REASONS PEOPLE LISTEN TO 

THE RADIO ARE FOR WEATHER AND TRAFFIC INFORMATION.   

WSB AIRS OVER 400 WEATHER UPDATES AND OVER 300 TRAFFIC UPDATES DURING AN AVERAGE WEEK. 
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WSB-AM 
Ascertainment Statement 

 
WSB develops on-air programming to address issues of significant concern to Atlanta and its surrounding 
communities. 
 
Our news/talk format allows the radio station to address issues of concern in our city of license daily.  Issues oriented 
programming aired daily includes the Von Haessler Doctrine, the Clark Howard Show, and the Erick Erickson Show. 
 
WSB airs 4 hours of news and information Monday through Friday morning.  In addition, WSB airs eleven minutes of 
news per hour from 9am until 12 midnight Monday through Saturday.  WSB-AM carries 5 minutes of news per hour in 
the remaining hours.  
 
On a quarterly basis, WSB produces long-form special assignment reports on issues of community concern.  Recent 
topics have included gangs, same-sex marriage, and eating disorders. 
 
WSB broadcasts two community affairs programs.  “Perspectives” addresses multicultural issues.  “Health Talk 
Atlanta” addresses health issues. 
 
Issues on these programs are ascertained through interviews with community leaders, representatives of charitable 
and civic organizations, and those individuals making a difference in our listening area.  WSB also solicits community 
input during its public affairs programming and via the radio station’s website. 
 
Producers for news/talk programs and for the community/public affairs programs are required to provide, in writing, 
details about each program topic, guests, and how listeners may obtain additional information about the issue. 
 
The WSB programming specialist compiles all data for the station’s quarterly reports under the supervision of the 
assistant program director for WSB- who is responsible for the ascertainment process.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS 

o 10/3: Convoy of Care Drive benefiting Caring for Others/victims of Hurricane Ian 
o 10/5-10: Neighbors in Need program for Hurricane Ian/ The Red Cross 
o 10/23: Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta Cancer Center patients and families at Cirque du Soleil 
o 11/22: Triple Team Traffic Food Drive Benefiting Atlanta Community Food Bank 
o 12/1-10: Clark’s Christmas Kids Toy Drive 
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WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 4TH  QTR. 2022 
 

The following summarizes a representative sample of programming that provided the most significant treatment of community issues during the 
past quarter.  Programming frequently deals with more than one issue. 
 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS / CURRENT EVENTS 
 
The Von Haessler Doctrine – 3 Hours   / The Mark Arum Show – 3 Hours 
10-3-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Falcons, Braves, Dawgs, and Yellow Jackets all winning over 
the weekend. Then the gang moved on and talked about “Bros” not having a good weekend at the box office. They even recapped 
Jared’s Bachelor Party in Memphis.  
 
10-3-2022: Mark talks about the Braves going to the playoffs. 
 
10-4-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Megan Markle dropping her latest podcast episode. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about Harry Styles endorsing Beto O’Rourke for Texas governor. They even talked about star Loretta 
Lynn, coal miner's daughter and country queen, dies at 90. 
 
10-4-2022: Mark talks about the passing of Loretta Lynn. 
 
10-5-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Atlanta Braves winning their 5th straight NL East title. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about the bombshell abortion story regarding Herschel Walker. They even talked about 007’s casting 
director confirming the next James Bond will not be Gen Z. 
 
10-5-2022: Mark is off for Yom Kippur. 
 
10-6-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the latest episode of She-Hulk. Then the gang moved on and 
talked about OPEC+ in talks with Russia to increase oil supply. They even talked about Eric’s Pop-Tart obsession and much more! 
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10-6-2022: Mark is trying to figure the expiration dates on foods. 
 
10-7-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the real possibility of nuclear war. Then the gang moved on and 
talked about karaoke trends. They even talked about silly boyfriend reviews on dating apps. 
 
10-7-2022: WSBTV reporter Elizabeth Rawlins with updates on high school football player shooting, Doug Turnbull has details on 
construction on 285. 
 
10-10-2022: Mark asks the audience how you pamper your pet. 
 
10-11-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Happy National Sausage Day. Then the gang talked about the 
Braves are confident with Max Fried on mound in Game 1. They even talked about Georgia jumps back up to #1 after romping Little 
Auburn 42-10. 
 
10-11-2022: Erick Erickson in studio to talk about upcoming elections. 
 
10-12-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Braves losing Game 1 of the NLDS and Jared’s horrible Lyft 
story. Then the gang moved on and talked about how now the time is to buy your Winter travel. They even talked about how NYC 
rat sightings up 74% from same point in 2020 despite mitigation efforts. 
 
10-12-2022: WSB Meteorologist Christina Edwards with a braves playoff weather update, Steve Craig spills details of working in the 
Mercedes Benz. 
 
10-13-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Braves taking down the Phillies in Game 2 of the NLDS. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about inflation rising by about 8.5% in key areas of the economy. They even talked about a 
vegan who failed to deal with a mouse infestation at her home because of her ethical beliefs has been fined by a court. 
 
10-13-2022: WSB legal analyst Phil Holloway covers Parkland shooting sentence & January 6th inquiries, Spencer Graves details the 
fishing tournament scandal. 
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10-14-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the big corporate tailgate party. Then Tim and the gang moved 
on and talked about the January 6th committee issuing Trump a subpoena to appear in court. They even talked about Alaska snow 
crab season being canceled as officials investigate disappearance of an estimated 1 billion crabs. 
 
10-14-2022: AJC reporter Greg Bluestein previews the Walker/Warnock debate, comedian Mitch Fatel plugs his show at the 
punchline. 
 
10-17-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how several Braves players are urging the team to re-sign 
Dansby Swanson. Then the gang moved on and talked about proof that ancient Greeks used laptops way back in the day. They even 
talked about Warnock and Walker’s big debate on WSB.  
 
10-17-2022: Mark is sick, he asks listeners What movie had the best fighting scene. 
 
10-18-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about National No Beard Day. Then the gang moved on and talked 
about Uber Eats to deliver cannabis in Toronto. They even talked about the Jerry Falwell love triangle and the pool boy telling all.  
 
10-18-2022: Mark is still sick. Mark is curious about a news story about a helicopter passenger killed by a propeller. 
 
10-19-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the completion of the Westside Beltline. Then the gang talked 
about the rumors going around the building saying Eric had Monkeypox. They even talked about Netflix having issues with password 
sharing. 
 
10-19-2022: Mark is still sick. Mark asks the audience what were your childhood fears? 
 
10-20-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show bragging about WSB winning the Major Market Station of the year award. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about Liz Truss resigning as PM for the UK. They even talked about Atlanta being named one of 
the ‘rattiest cities’ in the US. 
 
10-20-2022: Mark talks about Lizz Truss quitting after 45 days. 
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10-21-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the new Taylor Swift album that dropped at Midnight. Then 
the gang talked about a Comedy Central show pranking Herschel Walker. They even talked about a New York jury has sided with 
Kevin Spacey in a $40 million civil lawsuit, finding that he did not molest Anthony Rapp. 
 
10-21-2022: Clark Howard talks changes to 401K; legal analyst Phil Holloway explains Steve Bannon sentencing. 
 
10-24-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about WSB winning the GABBY for best station of the year. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about a new report saying that author Salman Rushdie lives but loses use of eye and hand. They even 
talked about German protesters arrested after throwing mashed potatoes at Monet painting that sold for $110 million. 
 
10-24-2022: Goizeta Business school professor Ray Hill talks inflation. 
 
10-25-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about people with dark personality traits being more likely to believe 
fake news. Then the gang moved on and talked about Taylor Swift’s new album Midnights breaking some serious records. They even 
talked about some new features for Apple’s October update. 
 
10-25-2022: Mark talks about how we gamble doing everyday situations, WSB reporter Sandra Parrish reports on RSV, flu & covid 
affecting kids. 
 
10-26-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about a British radio DJ dying while he was on-air. Then the gang 
moved on and talked about old rock stars complaining about people smoking weed. They even talked about Snoop Dogg’s joint 
roller saying that he smokes 150 blunts a day.  
 
10-26-2022: WSBTV chief meteorologist Glenn Burns announces his retirement, AJC reporter Shaddi Abusaid reports on country club 
killing conviction. 
 
10-27-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about old interviews. Then the gang talked about politicians getting 
their own action figures. They even talked about rooms of energy and so much more. 
 
10-27-2022: AJC reporter Shaddi Abusaid give details on man killed at Manuel’s Tavern. 
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10-28-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Tom Brady’s ugly divorce. Then the gang moved on and talked 
about space money and Elon’s Twitter takeover.  
 
10-31-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Jared Yamamoto’s wedding, the afterparty, and George Clark’s 
dance moves. Plus, this not being a sports show, the Buffalo Bills did their best to turn over the game to the Packers. NASCAR’s Ross 
Chastain used his Nintendo Game Cube experience to make his way from 10th to 5th in yesterday’s race. Greg Russ joined us from 
NYC to share a few stories and how he sits in his car on Mondays, so he won’t get a ticket for blocking the street sweeper. In hour 
two, Greg Russ shared a story about a sexy haunted house where the ghosts moan pillow talk. Eric brought up news coverage of the 
war in Ukraine & specious news headlines. Experts aren’t experts and those who quote them (in media) are lazy journalists. Hour 
three began with Chris Chandler joining us to talk more about Jared’s wedding and to receive praise for his officiating.  
 
10-31-2022: Greg Bluestein of AJC gives details on the latest election poll. 
 
11-1-2022: “Enthusiasm Gap” - Eric kicked off the show in a good mood and we recapped Autumn’s kids’ Halloween loot. Eric loves 
disgusting candy like Necco Wafers, candy corn and circus peanuts. Eric let the audience know to always verify what you see online 
& President Obama still turns on the ladies. Dr. Joe Esposito joined us for hour two to talk about wellness. The sexual wellness 
market will be worth 12 billion dollars by 2023, Autumn doesn’t understand “hysteria”, picking your nose could lead to dementia but 
not abstaining from alcohol could help prevent. Can you eat your to better joints? Dr. Joe says, “yes” - fish oil, krill oil, or algae oil! 
“Krill Shill”. Listeners are upset by the lack of coverage of the pending diesel fuel shortage. Another listener asked us via open mic 
how he’s supposed to get his news.Hour Three: We welcome Greg Russ for “Tech Tuesday”. Eric brought up New York State losing a 
court decision that forces the state to reinstate workers fired for refusing Covid vaccines. Tech stories included VIDEO GAMES are 
fun and the sun is smiling. Consumer Expert, Clark Howard stopped by for a visit. Clark talked about inflation and how the US 
shouldn’t worry too much about the latter or a recession. Then Clark and Eric debated the Russia and Ukraine war.  
 
11-1-2022: Mark is frustrated about new stop signs in his neighborhood. 
 
11-2-2022: Autumn has a tummy ache but we soldier on! Tim has suggestions for Autumn: Mobile toilet! The Powerball is $1 Billion 
and we know whomever wins will squander their money. Legit billionaires are cheapskates. The Von Haessler Comb Dicotomy. $.25 
is $.25! Bill Gates was a booger-eater and a nerd since kindergarten. You can’t live forever, even if you upload your brain into a 
computer. Imagine how bored you’d be. The more excited you get about winning the lottery, the more likely you aren’t living a 
successful life. Don’t have “proxy thoughts” - your point of view is legitimate even when it goes against the narrative. Eric recaps his 
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conversation with Clark Howard yesterday. Do they still teach civics in school? Is Russia allowed to have a sphere of influence in the 
world? The modern media is full of reporters who are too close to the intelligence agencies. To have a full life surround yourself with 
people who disagree with you. Whenever there’s war, all sides engage in war propaganda. 
11-2-2022: WSBTV reporter Christian Jennings plugs Neighborhood TV. 
 
11-3-2022: Hour One kicked off with Eric talking about The War of 1812, Autumn touted her trivia prowess (with Tim answering 
most questions). Eric talked about how the life coach industry is a scam and bookstores are no longer a thing. “Big Book”. Wes Moss 
joined at the bottom of the hour to talk about what the markets are doing and to discuss the current state of the economy. Wes 
explained what Fed Chairman Powell is doing and how the housing market is basically shut down. The Fed still sees inflation as 
“Enemy No. 1” Hour Two: Doug Turnbull from WSB Traffic stopped in to talk about his Twitter account. Someone hacked his and 
began sub tweeting crypto spam underneath Elon Musk tweets. “Bigotry & Porn” was Doug’s greatest fear, although that hasn’t 
been the case so far. People are working to get his account fix. Jeffrey Bezos texted Autumn and asked for some help getting 
unstranded: Absolutely never click suspicious links! The bottom of the hour: Eric talked about Kari Lake from Arizona and how the 
media isn’t supposed to insert opinion into “reports”. Then, Paul “Entertainment News International” Stanley joined the show to 
delivery celebrity news. Hour Three: Paul Stanley remained to talk about Sheri Sheppard’s audience wearing masks. Also, Autumn 
has changed, and Eric can’t figure it out. Doctrinaire podcast plugs. Eric brings up Dr. Who - is not liking the lady Doctor Who 
misogynist? We don’t want to be lectured to by our favorite TV shows.  
 
11-3-2022: WSB radio reporter Veronica Waters has a story about selling your life insurance, Brittany Tenenbaum from Around 
Atlanta has weekend events. 
 
11-4-2022: Greg presented Stories from Studio B1, English Nick joined with Toodle Pip and Hondo & Bill did a little Dawg Talk. Eric 
talked about historian Michael Beschloss and his hyperbolic rant about the future of US democracy, King Charles’ teddy bear and 
demands, and more.  
 
11-4-2022: David Johnston from 960 The Ref in Athens teases the UGA vs TN game, WSBTV Brian Mims reporting live from Athens. 
 
11-7-2022: Hour One: This is not a sports show, but we began the show talking about; The Dawgs defeating Tennessee, the Falcons 
losing to San Diego, the sad ass Bills loss to the Jets, and nobody watches the World Series anymore. “Joe Namath” joined the show 
to make fun of Eric (and Josh Allen). OJ Simpson weighed in thanks to a bad run of Fantasy Football luck. A Houston mattress seller 
(Mattress Mack) won $75 million thanks to The Astros, but Autumn won’t hook up with him because she’s not a strumpet. And for 
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some reason - PLEATHER FIST!Hour Two: Dolly Parton is in the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame now; Boston still is not. We debated that 
some, talked about of Greg’s high school wrestling exploits and found out The Four Seasons are in the Hall. The old man watching 
“Cozi” TV made fun of Eric, Greg interrupted the trip down memory lane with a trip down memory lane. Memories are an anchor to 
your real self, but nostalgia can tear you apart. Identity is a feedback loop. (THE BEATLES AND PORNOGRAPHY) The Culture War is 
boring - you can’t judge politicians for silly things because they aren’t held accountable. It’s never the politicians’ fault (Oxycontin, 
hello?). Every corporation that wants you to believe they love and care for you is lying. Hour Three: Greg remained to continue 
“Greg’s Choice”, but first, Eric woke up an hour earlier than “normal” to pee and just stayed up. An open miker complained about 
Eric lamenting Boston’s lack of entry into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. He thinks Eric repeats himself too much. Meanwhile, in 
Ukraine…30% of the weapons sent to Ukraine by the US have made it to the battlefield. The rest? Black market. The U.S. admits 
there are “advisers” on the ground in Ukraine. Greg has a story: A new, Jupiter-like planet that’s far away the lowest-density planet 
ever discovered near a red dwarf star. It allegedly has the density of a marshmallow. MARSHMALLOW PLANET! Eric promoted his 
Election Night coverage and asserts that apathy is the new punk rock. Good governance = staying in power. If Greg wants to 
continue being paid, he needs to take a 90-day break. Why? Because he’s paid by a third-party outlet. Autumn derailed the 
conversation bringing up that she and Jared are hourly employees and how that needs to be fixed. If you want to be successful, deal 
with the world as it is and harness the energy to help propel you. 
 
11-7-2022: Mark asks the audience How have you dropped the ball at work? 
 
11-8-2022: Hour One: Day two, week two of Jared on his honeymoon. Will they come back pregnant? Eric doubts it. Mrs. Mama-
nono. It’s both “normal” and “ok” for vote counting to take longer than it used to, and here’s why Today is ELECTION DAY! Broadway 
Joe Namath teased Eric about Josh Allen’s boo boo. Eric wants to complain to human relations about human relations people. Who 
doesn’t respond to “hello?” We talked about the Powerball numbers being delayed & Mike Lindell offered up his own lottery “My 
Balls” with the Q ball power number. Eric doesn’t wear slippers, but Tim and Autumn do. Hour Two: ELECTION TALK: Trump touted 
the Michigan governor’s race: TUDOR DIXON! Eric’s spit take. Biden tells a heckler to “not jump” and touted the $35 per month 
insulin camp. We ended the first segment talking about the alleged shortage of diesel fuel. Alan Sanders gave us the real statistics 
(diesel) & we drifted into Gene Wilder talk. Some political headlines: Biden given bottomless Pinocchio by the Washington Post, Ted 
Cruz hit by thrown White Claw can at a Houston Astros game, Culver City, CA will decide if 16-year-old will be allowed to vote. The 
“voting machine isn’t working” stories are starting to fill up Twitter - keeping in mind every district in the nation is voting so there 
are bound to be issues. Greg Russ joins us with “Tech Tuesday”. As of 10:41 a.m. Greg hasn’t voted. Eric laments the backward 
process of early voting. Greg is sticking around for the third hour. Eric says: “Fast food restaurants – if you cannot figure out a way to 
give (me) warm French fries, STOP SELLING FRENCH FRIES.” Hour Three: Eric shares an inside joke from his group of longtime friends. 
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Peter Gabriel is about to release a new album “i/o” and kick off a European tour. Now – TECH TUESDAY. Famous people are leaving 
Twitter but that’s probably a good thing. Corporate leaders think Twitter is the real world when it most-certainly is not. Musk says 
there’s been an increase in Twitter users despite famous people leaving. We rejoined the bottom segment with the horrible, Gal 
Gadot “Imagine” from the early days of the pandemic. Stars like Billie Eilish complain about being attacked - but celebs are about to 
find out that after they leave Twitter, no one will care. We played a few open mics and Eric has an idea for a new reality show: 
“Move On With Your Life!” Tom Brady just had his 55th game-winning drive. 371 total starts. 281 total wins, including 35 post-
season wins. We wrapped up with more audio: Biden stumping and appears to not know the name but seems to be goofing around.  
 
11-8-2022: election night, Mark wonders what do politicians do after they are voted out of office? 
 
11-9-2022: Hour One: We recapped Election Day with Wes Moss and “Donald Trump” favored us with a parody of “Red Red Wine” 
(Red Red Wave). Wes gave us a positive spin for the economy if the congress ends up split with a Democrat White House. Hour Two: 
Eric and Autumn discussed their podcast dustup from yesterday. Hey, there’s still a war between Russia and Ukraine. Winter is 
coming to Europe, and it looks as if there will be some discussions towards peace. We spent a lot of time talking about Jimmy 
Durante, Tony Curtis and movies from before even we were born. Hour Three: More election coverage with audio from the winners 
and losers. Then: Awesome, Awful or Awkward. Stolen from sports TV and innovated by TVHD.  
 
11-9-2022: AJC political analyst Greg Bluestein discusses the runoff elections, President Biden post midterm election speech 
 
11-10-2022: Hour One: We opened the show talking about (and reenacting) Mike Pence’s opinion piece in today’s Wall Street 
Journal “My Last Days with Donald Trump” - Trump’s final days in the White House. We also talked about gay frogs and Alex Jones. 
Autumn caused a great issue by referring to gypsies.Hour Two: Dr. Joe came in to talk about addiction and Pleasure Muffins. 
Preservatives in the food cause addiction and could lead to further addictions (cigarettes, etc.). Next - better mindfulness proves a 
better mind. A study shows that being mindful and, in the present, makes for a healthy life - the “never-ending now”. It’s always 
right now. In the second half hour we began counting “likes” from an only fans influencer’s recent TikTok video. 23 “likes” in under 
50 seconds. LIKE COUNT. You can’t take someone overusing “Like” seriously. Hour Three: Toodle Pip! With English Nick. But first, Eric 
loves Elon Musk’s update of Twitter’s employee culture. No more remote work or wellness days. Prince Charles had to dodge some 
eggs thrown at him by a protester. The Royal Family is important to England. Jennifer Anniston says there aren’t any more movie 
stars, and she hates social media. Celebrities must compete with TikTok losers. Eric thinks he knows the VHD audience. BUT - he 
can’t get away from the Midterms because Joe Biden is very excited. He’s taking a victory lap and starts feeling his power. The 
President says, under the radar, that they may investigate Elon Musk. It’s close to a fascist mentality.  
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11-10-2022: WSB meteorologist Christina Edwards gives hurricane Nicole updates and effects on Georgia, Brittany Tenenbaum from 
Around Atlanta share weekend events to check out. 
 
11-11-2022: Hour One: Jared’s final day off, celebrating his Honeymoon in Australia. Will he be back Monday? Nobody seems to 
know. We drifted into Trump’s meltdown and made our way to Autumn’s nosering and tobacco dippers. SHOW NAME IDEA: “Snot 
Rocket” CW’s new majority owner is getting rid of woke DC superhero TV shows and will now focus on ratings. Go Equals Nut - No 
Go November (No Nut November). Alliteration works! It’s more focused on men. George Stein the DUI Lawyer stopped in. Before 
that - Eric asks where all the money going to Ukraine is coming from. Eric’s first question for George: Companies force you go 
through social conditioning in order to stay employed. Can a worker, an American (who is innocent until proven guilty), avoid these 
things? Corporate policy includes these things to a) make them look good and b) provide a cover. The Novel Question: Couldn’t Eric 
say that his personal pronoun is “personal” and avoid declaring anything? George says they don’t have the right. TWITTER is being 
sued by laid-off workers; do they have a case? Missouri said “yes” to legalized marijuana, the Dakotas said “no” - when a state 
legalizes it, how many people in jail for possession get released? George says people with small amounts don’t usually serve time but 
have a record. Now they can get that expunged. Hour Two: Stories from Studio B-1 with Greg Russ. Stories: Actors and their on-
screen vocabulary. The F-word: Joe Pesci! 272 times on screen. Al Pacino, Jason Mews, etc. More debt talks! War!!! Denzel 
Washington said the “S” word more than anyone 84 times.Pete Davidson has a huge dong and that’s why Martha Stewart wants to 
date him. People who organize their books by spine color are idiots. Eric’s wife is doing home improvement, now over her sickness, 
and erecting a feature wall. It’s one wall that looks totally different from the other walls. She also added wallpaper that confuses you 
with its trippyness. Eric brought up the Falcons, who lost last night, because nobody wants to win the NFC South. Studies show that 
money can buy happiness. Duh. Money can alleviate the stress of bills, etc., but can’t solve real problems. 
 
11-11-2022: Mark honors Veterans on Veterans Day, comedian Eric Griffin. 
 
11-14-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about UGA having another big victory weekend beating Miss State. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about Taylor Swift kicking butt at the MTV EMAs. They even talked about NASA’s new theory 
saying we’re alone in the universe. 
 
11-14-2022: CBS news correspondent Blair Miller with the latest from the Univ VA shooting. 
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11-15-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Hershel Walker’s comments on emissions and gas-guzzling 
cars. Then the gang moved on and talked about NBC News reporter Miguel Almaguer being suspended over retracted Paul Pelosi 
story. They even talked about Elon Musk eliminating free lunch at Twitter.  
 
11-15-2022: CBS news correspondent Matt Piper talk about Trumps big announcement. 
 
11-16-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Taylor Swift fans getting mad that they could not buy tickets 
on Ticketmaster. Then the gang moved on and talked about the band, The Neighborhood dropping drummer Brandon Fried after a 
groping allegation. They even talked about the University of North Georgia being told not to celebrate Russian ideas and culture at 
an upcoming event. 
 
11-16-2022: AJC reporter Greg Bluestein with news of Georgia speaker Ralston’s death 
 
11-17-2022: EVH called out sick. The Von Haessler Doctrine ran a “best of” program in its place. 
 
11-17-2022: Travis Sawkchik has details on the Atlanta Braves being a publicly traded company. 
 
11-18-2022: Eric returned from sickness and opened the show talking about a beagle at Hartsfield-Jackson catching one of the most 
damaging snails in the world. Then the gang talked about Marjorie Taylor-Greene talking about a new resolution to audit Ukraine. 
They even talked about Ticketmaster canceling the public sale for Taylor Swift’s Eras tour. 
 
11-18-2022: legal analyst Phil Holloway explains the special counsel investigating Donald Trump, comedian Asif Ali plugs his 
Punchline show. 
 
11-21-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the good weekend for Georgia sports. GA Tech, the Falcons, 
and UGA all won. Then the gang moved on and talked about CBS changing their mind and returning to normal posting on Twitter. 
They even talked about a cannibalism concern in a Charlie Brown Thanksgiving. 
 
11-21-2022: WSBTV Michael Seiden with special report on Street Racing in Atlanta. 
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11-22-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the USMNT drawing Wales in their first World Cup match. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about Budweiser planning to throw a massive party for the winner of the World Cup. They even 
talked about the possibility of marijuana being worse for your lungs than cigarettes. 
 
11-22-2022: UGA basketball means no show. 
 
11-23-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Drinksgiving, which is the date you binge drink before 
Thanksgiving! Then the gang moved on and talked about Bob Dylan’s teenage love letters selling for 650,000 at auction. They even 
talked about King Charles banning some favorite foods of the royals. 
 
11-23-2022: KC Rowe private investigator details his job. 
 
11-28-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how the World Health Organization plans to rename to 
monkeypox to ‘mpox.’ Then the gang moved on and talked about how 2/3rds of people lie about whether they are fine or not. They 
even talked about a time traveler from 3002 talking about the future! 
 
11-28-2022: Longoria was on the news to talk about the grand opening of Whataburger. 
 
11-29-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about China appearing to cut maskless fans out of World Cup 
broadcasts. Then the gang moved on and talked about a mistake that people are making when charging their phones. They even 
talked about the possibility of technology leading to the destruction of humanity. 
 
11-29-2022: Mark shouts out small local charities for Giving Tuesday, CBS News Steve Futterman talks USA advancing in the World 
Cup. 
 
11-30-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the US advancing to the World Cup knockout stage after 
beating Iran. Then the gang moved on and talked about Casey Anthony’s new book being released soon. They even talked about 
China planning to up their nuclear arsenal over 1,000+ warheads. 
 
11-30-2022: UGA student Matthew Tesvich invented a new type of stink less sock 
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12-1-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the turn of the new month of December. Then the gang moved 
on and talked about new wireless smart bandages to help heal wounds. They even talked about the US planning to help train more 
Ukrainian soldiers to fight Russia. 
 
12-1-2022: Clark Howard in studio to help promote Clarks Xmas Kids 
 
12-2-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how the gang finally made it to Friday. Then the gang moved on 
and talked about the 2023 Pantone color of the year. They even talked about Drew Brees appearing to be struck by lightning while 
filming a commercial in Venezuela. If that’s not enough, the gang promoted that they’d be helping for Clark’s Christmas Kids.   
 
12-2-2022: live from Wal Mart for Clarks Xmas Kids 
 
12-5-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Georgia Bulldogs taking care of business securing the #1 
seed in all of college football. Then the gang moved on and talked about Atlanta being the #1 city in the country for creatives to live 
in. They even talked about a Texas company signing a contract with NASA to build homes on the Moon.  
 
12-5-2022: Mark recaps the Clarks Christmas Kids events over the weekend and asks for final push of donations. 
 
12-6-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about ‘Goblin Mode’ being named Oxford dictionary’s 2022 word of 
the year. Then the gang moved on and talked about Tom Brady’s epic 4th quarter comeback. They even talked about Ukraine 
targeting a nuclear airbase just 150 miles from Moscow. 
 
12-6-2022: WSBTV Richard Elliott reports live from polling location, WSB Radio program director Ken Charles explains political ads on 
the air 
 
12-7-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the reviews for the 2nd Avatar movie coming out this weekend. 
Then the gang moved on to talk about Bob Rathbun’s scary dehydration spell during the Hawk’s Monday night game. They even 
talked about Billie Eilish reflecting on her earlier days in her career.  
 
12-7-2022: Clark Howard live in studio to help promote Christmas Kids 
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12-8-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about officials freeing WNBA star Brittney Griner from a Russian 
prison. Then the gang talked about a crazy person her tattooed her eyeballs. They even talked about Harry and Megan’s new Netflix 
show.  
 
12-8-2022: Mark asks the audience, who is the Georgian the Year 
 
12-9-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Michael Avenatti being sentences to 14 years in prison. Then 
the gang talked about children as young as 6 months can now receive an updated Covid-19 vaccine. They even talked about 
‘Woordle’ topping Google’s most searched list for 2022. 
 
12-9-2022: Mark is out sick – Shelley Wynter fills in and speak to congressman Jason Anvitarte about the bill to ban TikTok 
 
12-12-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Georgia Bulldogs taking care of business securing the #1 
seed in all of college football. Then the gang moved on and talked about Atlanta being the #1 city in the country for creatives to live 
in. They even talked about a Texas company signing a contract with NASA to build homes on the Moon.  
 
12-12-2022: Mark asks the audience “what is the coolest thing you’ve seen at a wedding?” 
 
12-13-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about gut bacteria and how it can impact your life. Then the gang 
moved on and talked about holiday tipping and whether it’s necessary or not. They even talked about US scientists reaching a long-
awaited nuclear fusion breakthrough. 
 
12-13-2022: Economist Ray Hill from Goizueta Business school at Emory University talks about groundbreaking nuclear fusion 
energy. 
 
12-14-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Biden signing the marriage-equality act. Then the gang talked 
about a bunch of random stories before finally falling on the Missouri Republican who voiced her concern for gay marriage on the 
house floor. 
 
12-14-2022: CBS News reporter Steve Futterman, Clark Howard in studio to plug Clark’s Christmas Kids 
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12-15-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about The Von Haessler Doctrine being named the 3rd best show in 
America. Then the gang moved on and talked about a 12-year-old football player with a tattoo and facial hair that’s sending social 
media into a tailspin. They even talked about the cold weather heading our way from Siberia.  
 
12-15-2022: AJC reporter Greg Bluestein talks governor banning TikTok on government phones 
 
12-16-2022: Eric and the Doctrinaires celebrated their 2022 Christmas special on the WSB airwaves! They brought in special friends 
and had a glorious time celebrating the holidays.  
 
12-16-2022: Mark wishes everyone a merry christmas and ask listeners for suggestions for 2023 
 
12-28-2022 Tim and Jared filled-in for the Von Haessler Doctrine talking about the last minute needs to get ready for the New Year. 
 
12-29-2022 Tim and Jared filled-in for the Von Haessler Doctrine talking about the last minute needs to get ready for the New Year. 
 
12-30-2022 Tim and Jared filled-in for the Von Haessler Doctrine talking about the last minute needs to get ready for the New Year. 
 
 
ISSUES & DESCRIPTION      DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
HEALTH 

10-2-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Things your body needs as you age 
Dr Joe discussed the main things that your body needs as you age. The show was also driven by callers with general health-related 
questions.  
 

10-9-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: 13 Scientifically backed ways to naturally increase serotonin 
During the show Dr Joe discussed scientifically backed ways for people to naturally increase serotonin levels. The show was also 
driven by callers with various health questions. 
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10-16-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Sleep Supplements 
Dr Joe discussed what sleep supplements to take and the benefits of getting good sleep. The show was also driven by callers with 
general health-related questions. 
 

10-23-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: White Flag: A Haunting Story of Addiction and a Woman’s battle to save a family member 
Raising the white flag is a universal symbol of surrender, a symbol of the hope that our vulnerability will be shielded from further 
harm, and we can finally lay down our burden. What separates those who summon the inner strength to ask for help from those 
who can never unfurl their banner? These are the questions that haunt Judy L. Mandel in her searingly honest memoir about loss 
and addiction, WHITE FLAG. When Mandel discovers her sensitive, funny, bookworm niece, Cheryl, in jail, she recalls the deathbed 
promise she made to Cheryl’s mother to look after her girls. She hopes and prays that this might be a second chance to help Cheryl 
kick her addiction and reclaim her life. But lying is second nature to addicts and Cheryl hides layers of deception as Mandel tries to 
help her toward safety, recovery, and survival. However, no amount of love or good will can topple the mountain of secrets as sexual 
abuse, pregnancy and prostitution are added to the tally of horrors hiding beneath Cheryl’s addiction. 
 

10-23-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Are medical errors still the third leading cause of death 
Dr Joe discussed the topic of medical errors and if they are still the third leading cause of death. The show was also driven by callers 
with other health-related questions.  
 

10-30-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Home Remedies: What works? 
Dr Joe discussed various home remedies and what works. The show was also driven by callers with general health related questions.  
 

11-6-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: 50 Signs of poor health men should never ignore 
Dr Joe discussed the 50 signs that men should never ignore. The show also included health questions by callers of the show. 
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11-13-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: 50 Ways to live a longer, healthier, happier life 
Dr Joe discussed 50 ways to live a longer, healthier, happier life. The show was also driven by live callers with general health related 
questions.  
 

11-20-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: The foods that shrink your brain 
Dr Joe discussed the most common foods that have been proven to shrink your brain. The show was also driven by callers with 
general health-related questions.  

12-4-2022 5:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Turning a Mirage into a Mission for Life  
When Anisa Palmer was on tour in the Iraqi desert she looked up and saw a familiar image. It was her mother. A woman she'd lost to 
breast cancer when Anisa was only 5 years old. She'd struggled with losing her mom for some time. Seeing this mirage in the desert 
heat gave Palmer a message. Her work, once her military service ended would be in helping women like her mom. 12 years ago, she 
founded I Will Survive Inc. an Atlantabased nonprofit providing early awareness, health and wellness support and financial support 
for women battling breast cancer. 
 

12-4-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Surviving the holidays 
Dr Joe discussed what to do to survive the holidays. He talked about what foods to avoid and healthy alternatives. The show was 
also driven by callers with general health-related questions. 
 

12-11-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: 25 Health tips to get ready for the new year 
Dr Joe discussed his favorite 25 health tips as we approach a new year. The show was also driven by callers to the show with various 
health-related questions. 
 

12-18-2022 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Ways to get restful sleep 
This show was a re-run of a previous show where Dr Joe discussed numerous ways for you to get restful, quality sleep. 
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ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
RACE RELATIONS    
 

10-2-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Grant Opportunities for Black Creatives  
Chromatic Black launches season Two of the Ida B. Wells Fund and has issued a call for entries in short filmmaking and two new 
categories - visual arts and creative placemaking. This season the Fund expends to offer awards ranging from $1,000 to $25,000. The 
Ida B. Wells Fund is open to unique storytellers with fresh perspectives, multifaceted characters, and unpredictable arcs. 
Organization co-founder Abeni Bloodworth joins us to discuss the fund and the types of projects which make successful grant 
candidates. 

10-9-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Former NFL Player R. K. Russell on The Yards Between Us  
A groundbreaking memoir from professional NFL player, writer, and advocate R.K. Russell, who made history by becoming the first 
out active NFL player to identify as bisexual. In 2019, R.K. Russell broke the mold when he came out as bisexual in an essay for ESPN 
that ignited the sports world. Now, in his powerful memoir, The Yards Between Us he shares his story and explores his love of 
football, men, and women, walking the devastating tightrope of keeping his sexuality secret, the tension between his private and 
public lives, and the importance of crashing through barriers. Told through the people and moments that have shaped him, The 
Yards Between Us traces the highs and lows of his life in and out of football. In The Yards Between Us, R.K. Russell shows us the life-
changing power of embracing who you are and fighting to make space so others can do the same. 
 

10-16-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Lessons from a Pro: Ramon Hervey teaches everyone how to play “The Fame Game”  
Ramon Hervey II is a pioneer in the toughest side of the entertainment business: the demanding work and genius of conceptualizing, 
molding, sustaining, and fixing the messes of celebrities. In THE FAME GAME: An Insider’s Playbook for Earning Your 15 Minutes, 
Hervey presents a fascinating, informative, star-studded retrospective of his career representing an impressive roster of famous 
people in music (like Paul McCartney, The Jacksons, and The Commodores with Lionel Richie), film (like James Caan and Nick Nolte), 
and pop culture (ex-wife, Vanessa Williams) from the ‘70s to today—and the challenges he overcame to compete, achieve success, 
and earn respect as a Black professional in a white dominated industry. 
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10-30-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Sheldon Epps: Breakthru Theater Director and big plans for Atlanta’s True Colors Theatre  
Sheldon Epps is a multi-talented director with credits on both on and off Broadway, in London and at many theatres across America. 
He also has an active television career having stood behind the camera of shows including The Upshaw’s, Frasier, Friends, Everybody 
Loves Raymond, Evening Shade and Sister, Sister. For five seasons he also was producer/director of the hit series "Girlfriends." He's 
sharing his story in a memoir: My Own Directions - A Black Man's Journey in the American Theatre. Then a conversation with the 
leaders of Atlanta's True Colors Theatre company on the celebration of 20 years of storytelling in the city. 
 

11-6-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Blacktold: What we learn from “The Low Key Cool of Jake, from State Farm”  
Blacktold is a collection of essays that are highly relevant and resonant on the topics of social justice, Black Lives matter, race and 
the NFL, the pandemic, the election, and sports icons. Raina Kelly, editor-in-chief of Andscape, writes the forward to this collection 
of 33 distinct essays. Andscape is a reimagination, expansion and diversification of The Undefeated. 
 

11-13-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: From Journalist to Author: John Pruitt “Tells it True”  
Retired WSB-TV anchor John Pruitt has written his first novel, Tell it True. About the book, Ambassador Andrew Young wrote, "In 
1964, a decorated war veteran was murdered by Klansmen in Georgia for driving while black. As a freshman reporter, John Pruitt 
covered the event, and in the decades since, his name has been synonymous with truth and accuracy, a reputation he lives up to 
even in his powerful, unexpected, and important debut novel. I have always admired Pruitt's honest, fearless reporting of our 
struggle and I also believe members of the news media are among the greatest unsung heroes of the civil rights movement. 
Although the characters and events have been altered, TELL IT TRUE does in fact "tell it true" and in as compelling way as you're 
likely to find." Pruitt is my guest for this show. 
 

11-20-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Black Family’s Guide to College Admissions  
In The Black Family's Guide to College Admissions, veteran admissions experts Timothy Fields and Shereem Herndon-Brown share 
with us their provocative insights. They also demystify the complex process of college admissions. They answer important questions 
including where to apply and how to get in. Our conversation also tackles questions raised by the current social justice movement 
and how important it is for a student to feel as if he or she belongs on their college campus of choice. We also talk about students 
with special gifts such as athletics and the arts and what guidance counselors need to know but often do not share with students of 
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color. Their book is a simple to-do guide for maximizing opportunities for Black students with application for all students interested 
in pursuing higher education. 
 

12-4-2022 5:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: What’s with the current rise in antisemitism?  
During the holidays each year, the Jewish Christian Discovery Center (JCDC) distributes wooden Jewish Star of David Christmas Tree 
ornaments at metro Atlantad churches for parishioners to hang on their Christmas Trees. JCDC says it is a way to share Jesus' Jewish 
upbringing with Christians and to show respect for each other’s faith. Given the recent rise in antisemitism. we talk with Rabbi Albert 
Slomovitz, a professor at Kennesaw State University about the JCDC project and get his perspective on antisemitism in the news. 
 

12-11-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Lessons from a Pro: Ramon Hervey teaches everyone how to play “The Fame Game”  
Ramon Hervey II is a pioneer in the toughest side of the entertainment business: the demanding work and genius of conceptualizing, 
molding, sustaining, and fixing the messes of celebrities. In THE FAME GAME: An Insider’s Playbook for Earning Your 15 Minutes, 
Hervey presents a fascinating, informative, star-studded retrospective of his career representing an impressive roster of famous 
people in music (like Paul McCartney, The Jacksons, and The Commodores with Lionel Richie), film (like James Caan and Nick Nolte), 
and pop culture (ex-wife, Vanessa Williams) from the ‘70s to today—and the challenges he overcame to compete, achieve success, 
and earn respect as a Black professional in a white dominated industry. 
 

12-18-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Black Women will Save the World: An Anthem 
April Ryan, member of the White House Press Corps for more than 25 years now has a platform and she's putting it to use. She's 
written a book that's first-person reporting, memoir and a love letter to the leaders who have inspired her. The book is Black 
Women will Save the World: An Anthem, and this Baltimore-born journalist pulls no punches in sharing her experiences especially 
her coverage of former President Donald J. Trump. Next, we pivot and ask why more students of color are not enrolling in IB, AP and 
other courses in high school. The Chan Zuckerberg Foundation has given $3 million dollars to a Seattle-based nonprofit, Equal 
Opportunity Schools. EOS goes into schools and systems and helps leaders better identify high potential students falling through the 
cracks. The organization is beginning to work with the Clayton and Gwinnett County Schools. Dr. Sasha Rabkin, President of Equal 
Opportunity Schools is my guest. 
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ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
COMMUNITY / EDUCATION     

10-2-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Grant Opportunities for Black Creatives  
Chromatic Black launches season Two of the Ida B. Wells Fund and has issued a call for entries in short filmmaking and two new 
categories - visual arts and creative placemaking. This season the Fund expends to offer awards ranging from $1,000 to $25,000. The 
Ida B. Wells Fund is open to unique storytellers with fresh perspectives, multifaceted characters, and unpredictable arcs. 
Organization co-founder Abeni Bloodworth joins us to discuss the fund and the types of projects which make successful grant 
candidates. 
 

10-9-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Former NFL Player R. K. Russell on The Yards Between Us  
A groundbreaking memoir from professional NFL player, writer, and advocate R.K. Russell, who made history by becoming the first 
out active NFL player to identify as bisexual. In 2019, R.K. Russell broke the mold when he came out as bisexual in an essay for ESPN 
that ignited the sports world. Now, in his powerful memoir, The Yards Between Us he shares his story and explores his love of 
football, men, and women, walking the devastating tightrope of keeping his sexuality secret, the tension between his private and 
public lives, and the importance of crashing through barriers. Told through the people and moments that have shaped him, The 
Yards Between Us traces the highs and lows of his life in and out of football. In The Yards Between Us, R.K. Russell shows us the life-
changing power of embracing who you are and fighting to make space so others can do the same. 
 

11-6-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Blacktold: What we learn from “The Low Key Cool of Jake, from State Farm”  
Blacktold is a collection of essays that are highly relevant and resonant on the topics of social justice, Black Lives matter, race and 
the NFL, the pandemic, the election, and sports icons. Raina Kelly, editor-in-chief of Andscape, writes the forward to this collection 
of 33 distinct essays. Andscape is a reimagination, expansion and diversification of The Undefeated. 
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11-20-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Black Family’s Guide to College Admissions  
In The Black Family's Guide to College Admissions, veteran admissions experts Timothy Fields and Shereem Herndon-Brown share 
with us their provocative insights. They also demystify the complex process of college admissions. They answer important questions 
including where to apply and how to get in. Our conversation also tackles questions raised by the current social justice movement 
and how important it is for a student to feel as if he or she belongs on their college campus of choice. We also talk about students 
with special gifts such as athletics and the arts and what guidance counselors need to know but often do not share with students of 
color. Their book is a simple to-do guide for maximizing opportunities for Black students with application for all students interested 
in pursuing higher education. 
 

11-27-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Fight for the Equal Rights of Women  
Title IX of the Education Amendment of 1972 provides that no person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied benefits or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance. This law – enacted 50 years ago – helped pave the way for equality in women’s athletics. We enter into 
conversation about women and sports with Sherry Boschert, an award-winning journalist and author. Her latest book is 37 Words: 
Title IX and Fifty Years of Fighting Sex Discrimination. 
 

12-4-2022 5:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: What’s with the current rise in antisemitism?  
During the holidays each year, the Jewish Christian Discovery Center (JCDC) distributes wooden Jewish Star of David Christmas Tree 
ornaments at metro Atlantad churches for parishioners to hang on their Christmas Trees. JCDC says it is a way to share Jesus' Jewish 
upbringing with Christians and to show respect for each other’s faith. Given the recent rise in antisemitism. we talk with Rabbi Albert 
Slomovitz, a professor at Kennesaw State University about the JCDC project and get his perspective on antisemitism in the news. 
 

12-18-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Black Women will Save the World: An Anthem 
April Ryan, member of the White House Press Corps for more than 25 years now has a platform and she's putting it to use. She's 
written a book that's first-person reporting, memoir and a love letter to the leaders who have inspired her. The book is Black 
Women will Save the World: An Anthem, and this Baltimore-born journalist pulls no punches in sharing her experiences especially 
her coverage of former President Donald J. Trump. Next, we pivot and ask why more students of color are not enrolling in IB, AP and 
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other courses in high school. The Chan Zuckerberg Foundation has given $3 million dollars to a Seattle-based nonprofit, Equal 
Opportunity Schools. EOS goes into schools and systems and helps leaders better identify high potential students falling through the 
cracks. The organization is beginning to work with the Clayton and Gwinnett County Schools. Dr. Sasha Rabkin, President of Equal 
Opportunity Schools is my guest. 
 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
CHILD / YOUNG ADULT ISSUES  

10-23-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: White Flag: A Haunting Story of Addiction and a Woman’s battle to save a family member  
Raising the white flag is a universal symbol of surrender, a symbol of the hope that our vulnerability will be shielded from further 
harm, and we can finally lay down our burden. What separates those who summon the inner strength to ask for help from those 
who can never unfurl their banner? These are the questions that haunt Judy L. Mandel in her searingly honest memoir about loss 
and addiction, WHITE FLAG. When Mandel discovers her sensitive, funny, bookworm niece, Cheryl, in jail, she recalls the deathbed 
promise she made to Cheryl’s mother to look after her girls. She hopes and prays that this might be a second chance to help Cheryl 
kick her addiction and reclaim her life. But lying is second nature to addicts and Cheryl hides layers of deception as Mandel tries to 
help her toward safety, recovery, and survival. However, no amount of love or good will can topple the mountain of secrets as sexual 
abuse, pregnancy and prostitution are added to the tally of horrors hiding beneath Cheryl’s addiction. 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
FINANCE / BUSINESS / TECHNOLOGY  

10-16-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Lessons from a Pro: Ramon Hervey teaches everyone how to play “The Fame Game”  
Ramon Hervey II is a pioneer in the toughest side of the entertainment business: the demanding work and genius of conceptualizing, 
molding, sustaining, and fixing the messes of celebrities. In THE FAME GAME: An Insider’s Playbook for Earning Your 15 Minutes, 
Hervey presents a fascinating, informative, star-studded retrospective of his career representing an impressive roster of famous 
people in music (like Paul McCartney, The Jacksons, and The Commodores with Lionel Richie), film (like James Caan and Nick Nolte), 
and pop culture (ex-wife, Vanessa Williams) from the ‘70s to today—and the challenges he overcame to compete, achieve success, 
and earn respect as a Black professional in a white dominated industry. 
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10-30-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Sheldon Epps: Breakthru Theater Director and big plans for Atlanta’s True Colors Theatre 
Sheldon Epps is a multi-talented director with credits on both on and off Broadway, in London and at many theatres across America. 
He also has an active television career having stood behind the camera of shows including The Upshaw’s, Frasier, Friends, Everybody 
Loves Raymond, Evening Shade and Sister, Sister. For five seasons he also was producer/director of the hit series "Girlfriends." He's 
sharing his story in a memoir: My Own Directions - A Black Man's Journey in the American Theatre. Then a conversation with the 
leaders of Atlanta's True Colors Theatre company on the celebration of 20 years of storytelling in the city. 
 

11-13-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: From Journalist to Author: John Pruitt “Tells it True”  
Retired WSB-TV anchor John Pruitt has written his first novel, Tell it True. About the book, Ambassador Andrew Young wrote, "In 
1964, a decorated war veteran was murdered by Klansmen in Georgia for driving while black. As a freshman reporter, John Pruitt 
covered the event, and in the decades since, his name has been synonymous with truth and accuracy, a reputation he lives up to 
even in his powerful, unexpected, and important debut novel. I have always admired Pruitt's honest, fearless reporting of our 
struggle and I also believe members of the news media are among the greatest unsung heroes of the civil rights movement. 
Although the characters and events have been altered, TELL IT TRUE does in fact "tell it true" and in as compelling way as you're 
likely to find." Pruitt is my guest for this show. 
 

11-27-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Fight for the Equal Rights of Women  
Title IX of the Education Amendment of 1972 provides that no person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied benefits or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance. This law – enacted 50 years ago – helped pave the way for equality in women’s athletics. We enter into 
conversation about women and sports with Sherry Boschert, an award-winning journalist and author. Her latest book is 37 Words: 
Title IX and Fifty Years of Fighting Sex Discrimination. 
 

12-4-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Turning a Mirage into a Mission for Life  
When Anisa Palmer was on tour in the Iraqi desert she looked up and saw a familiar image. It was her mother. A woman she'd lost to 
breast cancer when Anisa was only 5 years old. She'd struggled with losing her mom for some time. Seeing this mirage in the desert 
heat gave Palmer a message. Her work, once her military service ended would be in helping women like her mom. 12 years ago, she 
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founded I Will Survive Inc. an Atlantabased nonprofit providing early awareness, health and wellness support and financial support 
for women battling breast cancer. 
 

12-11-2022 5:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Lessons from a Pro: Ramon Hervey teaches everyone how to play “The Fame Game”  
Ramon Hervey II is a pioneer in the toughest side of the entertainment business: the demanding work and genius of conceptualizing, 
molding, sustaining, and fixing the messes of celebrities. In THE FAME GAME: An Insider’s Playbook for Earning Your 15 Minutes, 
Hervey presents a fascinating, informative, star-studded retrospective of his career representing an impressive roster of famous 
people in music (like Paul McCartney, The Jacksons, and The Commodores with Lionel Richie), film (like James Caan and Nick Nolte), 
and pop culture (ex-wife, Vanessa Williams) from the ‘70s to today—and the challenges he overcame to compete, achieve success, 
and earn respect as a Black professional in a white dominated industry. 
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